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西方 20 世纪完成了“现代戏剧”的建构，也就完成了“现代人”的建构。 
 


















At the core of Aristotle’s theory of theatre is the scenario centre and mimesis, 
whereas the most important characteristics of non-Aristotelian theory of theatre are 
anti-scenario centre and anti-mimesis. We can conclude that the movement from 
scenario center to performance center is the basic direction of explorative theories of 
western theatre in the 20th century. More accurately, the theory of western explorative 
theatre in the 20th century includes four main developments and four conceptual 
changes: first, from theatre as illusion to anti-illusion theatre; second, from scenario 
center to performance center; third, from art performance to cultural ritual; forth, from 
regional to intercultural theatre in a global context. 
From illusion theatre to anti-illusion theatre. The theatrical tradition of the 
western Aristotelian style produces a kind of illusion theatre centered on mimesis 
which pursues the reality of imitating life and even mixes the spurious with the 
genuine, which has a narcotic effect on the audience. Anti-illusion theatre began from 
the 20th century. Anti-illusion theatre was first developed in terms of stage technology 
and performance aesthetics by A.Appia, E.G. Craig, V. Meyerhold and J. Copeau.  
The epic theatre by E. Piscator to B. Brecht to A. Boal’s oppressor’s poetics, is the 
clue of anti-illusion theatre on the socialist utopian ideal. Stanislavski is the terminator 
of illusion theatre and Brecht is the final finisher of anti-illusion. 
From scenario center to performance center. The basic structure of traditional 
stage space is: the playwright is viewed as a creator like god and the director and 
actors are only re-presenters. Therefore, theatrical performance centralizing on the 
scenario naturally only creates illusion. On the other hand, the western theatre 
tradition, from ancient Greece to Ibsen, is always logo-centric. Theatrical activities 
concentrate on the phraseology of the scenario, and the phraseology may be literary 
but not purely Thespian. The essential aspect on which modernism concentrates is 
performance. With the efforts of Stanislavski, and Copeau at the beginning of the 20th 
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performance-centrism was fully established. From Aristotle to Stanislavski to Brecht, 
theatre performance experienced a transition from identification to alienation, and 
when belief in theories of performance of mimesis came to an end, modern creative 
performance theory was finally established. Grotowski pushed the actors’ creative 
performance to a new peak of perfection. Barba attempted a scientific theory of 
performance science and tried to identify recurring principles in western and eastern 
performance. Theatrical performance developed hand in hand with advances in 
anthropology. 
From art performance to cultural ritual. Western theatre in the 20th century 
pursued the revivification of the human spirit and transformed the theatre into rite, 
which proved Nietzsche’s prediction: it is the revivification of Dionysius’ spirit today. 
From performance to rite, is the same transition as from narrative centrism to 
performance centrism. This makes theatre not only entertainment and art being built 
on some belief, but a social event with practical meaning. Those ambitious theatre 
reformer ,such as Peter Brook, Grotowski and Barba, tried to establish modern 
spiritual rites through theatrical performance. As rite, theatre performs and maintains a 
society’s culture, customs and tradition, as well as defining, transmitting and 
solidifying the value and meaning of a specific culture. Theatre becomes a belief-less 
rite in modern society, which indicates the genesis of theatrical anthropology. 
Intercultural, global theatre. The reform movement of western theatre in the 20th 
century necessarily developed into intercultural theatre because the theory of 
performance-centrism took theatre as a communication rite of human spirit. All art 
forms face intercultural problems in the era of globalization. But modern theatre has 
surpassed the logo-centrism of scenario center, which has the function of being 
inter-cultural. The theatre language of performance-centrism is body and body 
language is intercultural. Intercultural theatre is the natural response to the 
globalization of theatre. The most important mission of the dramatist in the global era 
is to explore the universal language of the theatre. Theatre anthropology is a theatre 
















Peter Brook found that the intercultural theatre language is image and sign. 
Grotowski wants to go back to the ancient body of culture, which makes the condition 
of culture unnecessary any more. Barba promoted body language, that is extra-daily 
body technique and pre-expressivity. There common target was to create intercultural 
theatre in a globalization era and reach the Tower of Babel.  
 
The core problem of the theory of theatre reform in the 20th century west is to 
find a complete understanding of theatre: how to do theatre. Why and for whom, in 
which form, where, in what condition? And the so-called theatre is the problem of the 
so-called human. The western 20th century defined the structure of modern theatre, 
which defined the structure of modernism. 
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